Digital Economy and API Management:

Revolutionizing digital marketplace

Digital transformation with API Management enables enterprises to improve their security posture and increase revenue by data monetization. This way, enterprises can be positioned for adopting new-age digital technologies, while utilizing the immense data to boost the revenues further.

LTI’s API Proxy Configurator

This solution enables organizations to implement governance, security and traffic management policies consistently across the enterprise landscape. It also enables to quickly build API-based implementations for monitoring and modifying the behavior of APIs, with security and traffic management policies.
Solution Highlights

- Single-click proxy generation
- Automatically creates most widely used API policies on Security and Traffic Management
- Customizable for proxy creation
- Enhances collaboration between business and developer

Benefits

- Reduction of API Proxy development time by 20%
- Provides unified view of all the proxies and policies applied
- No third-party components used licensed
- Lightweight tool with customization availability
- Simpler template for better usage and understanding
- REST and SOAP are supported

LTI (NSE: LTI, BSE: 540005) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company helping more than 420 clients succeed in a converging world. With operations in 32 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivaled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 30,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations, and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global
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